Concept Note
The 21st Century has occasioned new ways of doing things, and this is apparent in world economies,
business fields and technology advancement (especially in information and communications technology).
In view of these changes, higher education institutions have had to respond to keep up with the new
market demands. Correspondingly, changes in curriculum and new subjects are continuously being
introduced to train a new crop of human resources who can meet current and prospective needs.
Inevitably, postgraduate programmes in the 21st Century must respond to dynamic demands. Indeed,
postgraduate research topics and methods have evolved and will continue in the future. Likewise, nonresearch based postgraduate studies are also witnessing dramatic changes in the types of programmes
across fields. Programmes of interdisciplinary and even transdisciplinary nature, as well as professional
degrees, are growing at a faster pace across the globe. Another critical aspect of the recent changes can
be seen in how existing, and new programmes are adopting international perspectives in research and
teaching by focusing on global debates in respective subjects as well as international collaboration and
partnerships. Moreover, these changes are expected to continue and intensify in the foreseeable future
with the imminence of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. With the prevalence of Internet of Things and
Systems, human capabilities will be challenged in ways that have not been imagined before in the coming
years. Consequently, advanced studies and students for that matter, face new a dawn of expectations and
require continuous opportunities for the development of both soft and hard skills in efforts to re-imagine
postgraduate studies in the 21st Century.
At the backdrop of previous Postgraduate Conferences by the School of Graduate Studies of Lingnan
University, this conference shall offer an essential platform for research and taught postgraduate
students to interact with each other and share their current and prospective research and learning
experiences with established scholars. In response to the changing educational structures and
expectations of the 21st century, the conference shall emphasise on the need for international and
interdisciplinary perspectives to learning. It will also explore new frontiers of postgraduate training that
prepares students for the dynamic socio-economic and technological environments with the support of
renowned and experienced scholars from the three main faculties of Lingnan University; Social Sciences,
Business, and Arts. Presentations (both oral and poster presentation) cover these areas:






Theoretical discourse
Methodological reflections
Empirical research
Literature review and research agenda
Comparative research

Keynote speakers
1. Professor Neil Kellard, Dean of Essex Business School, University of Essex, United Kingdom
2. Professor Mary E. John, Centre for Women's Development Studies, New Delhi, India
3. Professor Angela Y.M. Leung, Associate Professor, School of Nursing, The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University; Deputy Director, WHO Collaborating Centre for Community Health
Services, School of Nursing, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong SAR
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Programme Rundown

DAY 1: Friday, 26 March 2021

Venue

09:30–09:45

Opening remarks
Prof. Ka Ho Mok, Vice President and Dean of School of Graduate Studies,
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM308

09:45–10:00

University Video
Group Photo

10:00–10:45

Keynote Speech I: Promoting Health Literacy in Chronic Illness Care:
Challenges and Opportunities
Prof. Angela Y.M. Leung, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong
Kong SAR

10:45–11:00

Q&A

11:00–11:30

Break / In‐person poster presentations at the Skylight

Parallel Session I and Q&A
11:30–12:30

Panel 1: Education in an Unprecedented Times (I)
Chair: Dr. Ray Yu Hin Cheung, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM308

1. Social Dynamic of Curriculum Design in COVID‐19 Era and
Beyond: The Application of Risk Society Theory and Theory of
Planned Behaviour in E‐learning Contexts
David Ho
The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
2. Digging Deeper to Internationalisation of Curriculum in Higher
Education: Understanding the Integration of Intercultural
Competencies and Global Perspectives and Skills across
Programme of Study in the 21st Century
Muthia Mutmainnah Darmuh
National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan
3. Talking the Past for Future: History and History Education
Programmes during the Pandemic and Post‐pandemic Time in
Indonesia
Nour M Adriani; Labibatussolihah
National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan
4. Rethinking Research in University Spaces: The Post Pandemic Era
Arushi Kaushik; Suman Saha
The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
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11:30–12:30

Panel 2: Health and Well‐being across Life Course
Chair: Prof. Angela Y.M Leung, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University,
Hong Kong SAR

AM309

1. Caring for Older Adults in Ghana: The Experiences of Primary
Caregivers in the Winneba Township
Jacob Oppong Nkansah
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. Intergenerational Learning for Active Ageing: Chinese Senior
Immigrants’ Online Learning during the COVID‐19
Yidan Zhu; Weiguo Zhang
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. Changing Roles in Long‐term Care Service for Elderly Population
in Urban China —A Case Study of Welfare Mix in Qingdao
Zhen Tian; Suping Lou
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. Social Networks, Access to Healthcare and the Health‐related
Quality of Life among Young People in the Informal Sector: The
Case of Nigeria
Ayomide Oladosu
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
11:30–12:30

Panel 3: The Built Environment in Contemporary Societies
Chair: Prof. Andrea Suachelli, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM310

1. Critical Activities for the Successful Management of External
Stakeholders in Construction Projects
Dennis G. Oppong; Albert P.C. Chan
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong SAR
2. International Migration Role in the Rural Heritage
Reconfiguration Rural House Landscape Interpretations in
Michoacan Mexico
Guillermo Martinez Vergara; Luis Arturo Avila Melendez
Institutio Politecnico Nacional, Mexico
3. Design Thinking x Space Innovation
Janett Adler; Jea Hoo Na; Martyn Evans
Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
4. An Overview on the Effects of Physical Neighbourhood
Environment on Active Lifestyle Choices
Ka Ming Cheung
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
12:30–14:00

Lunch Break
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POSTER Parallel Session II and Q&A
14:00–14:50

Panel 1: Interventions and Approaches for Human Health and Well‐
being
Chair: Dr. Daisy Yidan Zhu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM308

1. Active Training Bodysuits for Adult Degenerative Scoliosis
Chung Wing Yan, Claire
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong SAR
2. When History Perpetuates Narratives and Stereotypes: The
Burden of Historical Representations on Well‐being
Raymond Boateng
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. Exploring the Role of Coping Mechanisms in the Relationship
between Parenting Stress and Mental Health among Adolescent
Mothers in Zambia
Kalunga Cindy Nakazwe
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. Development of Pressure Monitoring Undergarment for
Scoliotic Brace Treatment
Ka Po Lee
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong SAR
5. The Implementation of Service Learning in Civic Engagement: A
Middle School Interdisciplinary Course Project
Shuya Xiao
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:00–15:00

Panel 2: Topics on Linguistics and Social Science Research
Chair: Dr. Yuyang Kang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM309

1. Introducing Russian Quasi subject Structures Such as Книга
легко читается / The Book Reads Easily
Anna Shestopalova
Moscow City University, Russia
2. The Role of Sociolinguistic Approach for Personal Assessment in
Anthropocentric Paradigm
Maria Rykova
Moscow City University, Russia
3. The Impact of Media Multitasking on Young People's (Digital
Natives) Learning
Eleni Giatraki
UCL Institute of Education (IOE), United Kingdom
4. The China’s Way to Internationalisation
Jing Huang; Haoting Chang
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Lingnan University ┃ Postgraduate Conference on Interdisciplinary Learning
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5. Challenges for Chinese Higher Education and Current Situation of
Hong Kong Real Estate
Feng Cheng; Ling Leng
The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
6. Reflections about Internationalisation of Mainland Universities
in the GBA and Qualitative Research
Chuyin Liu
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:00–15:00

Panel 3: Topics on Social Science Research (I)
Chair: Dr. Jiaxin Chen, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM310

1. Challenges for Higher Education in China
Mingzhu Yang
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. The Dilemma of Hong Kong: Growing Dissatisfaction of Youth
Tingting Zhang; Jiahao Zhong
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. Opportunies and Challenges caused by High‐price Housing in
Hong Kong under the Developing Strategy of the Greater Bay Area
Suli Liang
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. Analyse how to do Academic Research based on Social Hot Topics
Han Wang; Xinyi Zhai
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
5. A Way Out for Hong Kong Youth? Opportunities and Challenges in
# In‐person poster
the GBA#
presentation will also
Guoguo Ke
be conducted at the
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Skylight of Lingnan
University during the
6. Transforming Greater Bay Area into Regional Hub of Higher
Education and Development: Role of Universities and Call for breaks on 26 – 27
March 2021.

Public‐Friendly Policies #
Khan Abdul Wali
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

14:00–15:00

Panel 4: Topics on Social Science Research (II)
AM201-1
Chair: Prof. Amoah Padmore Adusei, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR # In‐person poster
presentation will also

1. Mental Health Challenge and Solutions of Seniors in Hong Kong be conducted at the
during the COVID‐19#
Skylight of Lingnan
Lixian Xu
University during the
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
breaks on 26 – 27
March 2021.
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2. How does China’s Rural Medical Services and Systems Promote
Poverty Reduction
Yun Zhang
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. The Mental Health and Behavioural Response in Hong Kong
during the COVID‐19
Angela Ma
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. Challenges of Hong Kong Health and Social Care Services and
Proposed Solutions
Yiu-Chung Cheung Edward
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
5. Tensions in the Doctor‐Patient Relationship and their Impact on
Medical Practice in China
Hao Li
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
6. Housing? Education? Medical? Social Problems in Chinese Society
Nanjun Qu; Yanting Zheng
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
15:00–15:30

Break / In‐person poster presentations at the Skylight

15:30–16:15

Keynote Speech II: Research and Education in the Long Run
Prof. Neil Kellard, Dean of Essex Business School, University of Essex,
United Kingdom

16:15–16:30

Q&A

AM308

Parallel Session III and Q&A
16:30–17:15

Panel 1: Mental Health and Well‐being Issues across Life Courses
Chair: Dr. Arat Gizem, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM308

1. A Study of Related Factors Affecting Taiwan High School Students’
Mental Health – Enlightenment of High School Mental Health
Education
Yu-Ting Chung
National Cheng-Chi University, Taiwan
2. Recovery from Mental Disorders: A Study of Young People with
Substance Use Disorders in Zambia
Ireen Manase Kabembo
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. Caregiving during the COVID‐19 and Elder Abuse in Africa:
Research and Policy Directions
Francis Arthur-Holmes
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Lingnan University ┃ Postgraduate Conference on Interdisciplinary Learning
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16:30–17:30

Panel 2: Education in an Unprecedented Times (II)
Chair: Dr. Weiyan Xiong, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM309

1. Building a Way Back from the Brink: Methodological Reflections
of Mixed‐methods Research Paused by a Pandemic
Nicola Dutton, Julie Marshall, Suzanne Gough, Stephen Walsh
Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
2. Explore Students’ Attitude to Distance Learning as an Alternate
for Studying Abroad in the COVID‐19 Era in Taiwan
Louise Tsai
National Chengchi University, Taiwan
3. Explore the Effectiveness of Online Teaching and Learning of
Morphological Awareness for Linguistically Underprivileged
English Medium University Students (in Sri Lanka)
W. Namal M. Wickramasekera
University of Colombo, Sri Lanka
4. Challenges in Researching as a Third Space Professional
Joanne Caldwell
Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
16:30–17:15

Panel 3: Addressing Critical Social Problems
Chair: Prof. Maggie Lau, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM310

1. “We are Parents”: Constructions of Fatherhood and Fathering
among Urban Middle‐class Fathers in Zambia
Aurick Mubita
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. The Impact of Childhood Exposure to Multiple Forms of Violence
on Multi‐Dimensional Child Wellbeing
Patrick Chanda
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. How Tendency of Striving to Avoid Inferiority Would Predict
Procrastination among University Students in Hong Kong? A
Structural Equation Modeling Approach
Peter Yee Lap To; Barbara Chuen Yee Lo; Ting Kin Ng; Bernard Pak Ho
Wong; Anna Wai Man Choi
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

End of DAY 1
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DAY 2: Saturday, 27 March 2021

Venue

Parallel Session I and Q&A
09:30–10:15

Panel 1: Human Development and Behavioural Research
Chair: Prof. Alex Zhu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
1. Digging Deeper: Approaching Spirituality
Bereavement from Phenomenological Lens
Austėja Agnietė Čepulienė
Vilnius University, Lithuania

during

AM308

Suicide

2. How Does Time Perception Predict Academic Procrastination
among University Students? An Investigation in Time Production
Experiments with Facial Stimuli in Hong Kong
Peter Yee Lap To
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. The Relationship Between Rumination and Metacognition:
Application of an Innovative Signal‐Detection Approach
Chak Man Tang; Barbara Lo; Alan Lee
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
09:30–10:15

Panel 2: International Perspectives in Linguistics Research
Chair: Prof. Mark Hampton, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM309

1. The Syntactic and Information Features of English Journal Article
Titles: How Do Local and International Journals in Applied
Linguistics Differ?
Safnil Arsyad; Husnul Hakim
University of Bengkulu, Indonesia
2. Comparison of Way Indonesians and International Authors Use
Citation Style, Author Stance, and Reporting Verb in Journal
Articles for the Field of Applied Linguistics and Language Education
Hamdan Majid Sueb
University of Bengkulu, Indonesia
3. Bridging the Distance: A Discourse Analysis of Synchronous Online
Classroom Chats
Maurish Sofie Rahmi Batita
National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan
09:30–10:15

Panel 3: Health Interventions and Policies towards Population Well‐
being
Chair: Dr. Daisy Yidan Zhu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM310

Lingnan University ┃ Postgraduate Conference on Interdisciplinary Learning
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1. Development of Chinese Paper Cutting as an Expressive Art
Intervention Targeting Psychological Health of University Students
in Hong Kong: An Intervention Protocol
Peter Yee Lap To; Vinci Yuk Yu Chan
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. Global Health and Community Clinic Systems in Developing
Countries ‐ A Review of Bangladesh Perspective
Mohammad Anisur Rahaman; Ka Lin
Zhejiang University, Mainland China
3. Individual Differences and Culture Aids in Meaning Making to
Facilitate Resilience After Adversity
Kansakar David
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
10:15–10:45

Break / In‐person poster presentations at the Skylight

10:45–11:30

Keynote Speech III: Sex Selection, Family Building Strategies and the
Political Economy of Gender
Prof. Mary E. John, Centre for Women's Development Studies, New Delhi,
India

11:30–11:45

Q&A

11:45–12:00

Break / In‐person poster presentations at the Skylight

AM308

POSTER Parallel Session II and Q&A
12:00–13:00

Panel 1: Topics on Social Science Research (I)
Chair: Dr. Jiaxin Chen, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM308

1. How to Write a Good Paper
Hang Zheng
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. Relationship between Education and Social Policy in Special Urban
Agglomerations
Jilin Duan; Mingshu Li
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. Challenges for Policymakers in GBA
Min Ding
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. The Good Life of the Chinese People: To Improve People's
Livelihood Issues
Zhuolun Li; Shuxiang Wang
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
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5. The Strategic Policies in Promoting Youth Social Mobility in Hong
# In‐person poster
Kong by Adopting National Development Initiatives#
will also
presentation
Pui Yee Chloe Siu
be
conducted
at the
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Skylight of Lingnan
University
during the
6. A Study of the Greater Bay Area and the Tokyo Metropolitan Area
breaks on 26 – 27
in Internationalising Higher Education#
March 2021.
Long Ho Yim

Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:00–13:00

Panel 2: Topics on Social Science Research (II)
Chair: Prof. Ada Wong, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM309

1. The Impact of Mobility on the Process of Internationalisation
Xiaorong Liu
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. “Housing" is the Biggest Problem?
Yangdi Qiu
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. Social Phenomenon and Social Research Methods
Rui Cao; Linzi Hou
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. Comparison of Qualitative Research and Quantitative Research#
Yaqin Cai
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
5. Housing Regulatory Policy in China
Yunpeng Han
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

# In‐person poster
presentation will also
be conducted at the
Skylight of Lingnan
University during the
breaks on 26 – 27
March 2021.

6. Inter‐generational Differences in House Ownership: A Epitome of
Hong Kong's Housing Problems
Wanlin Qiu
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:00–13:00

Panel 3: Topics on Social Science and Policy Research (I)
Chair: Prof. Amoah Padmore Adusei, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM310

1. Challenges for Higher Education and Health System in GBA
Yidi Zou
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. Social Problems Facing by People
Mingchuan Ma; Yingjie Zhang
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

Lingnan University ┃ Postgraduate Conference on Interdisciplinary Learning
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3. Children of the Stars: Strategies to Fight the Stigmatisation of
# In‐person poster
Autism in Mainland China#
presentation will also
Chinyama Mizinga
be conducted at the
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. User Involvement in Mental and Social Health Services#
Honglong Qiu
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

Skylight of Lingnan
University during the
breaks on 26 – 27
March 2021.

5. Internationalising Higher Education in China’s Greater Bay Area
(GBA): Evidence from Academic Professions
Xuying Dong
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
6. Policy Issues in Education, Housing and Healthcare
Shuang Chen
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
13:00–14:30

Lunch Break

Parallel Session III and Q&A
14:30–15:30

Panel 1: Education and Curriculum Innovation in the 21st Century
Chair: Prof. Mary E. John, Centre for Women's Development Studies, New
Delhi, India

AM308

1. Inequalities in Support Experiences of 'Disabled' Students in
Ghanaian Higher Education
Sarah Tara Sam
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. Predicting Filipino Students’ Achievement in PISA 2018:
Integrating Data Mining and Traditional Statistical Approaches
Joseph Haw; Ronnel King
The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
3. Principles of Teaching English as an International Language
Alina Budnikova
National Research University Higher School of Economics, Russia
4. Sustainable Development of Higher Education ‐ the Comparison of
Satisfaction Model between the Cooperative‐running Projects with
the Normal Projects in Shenzhen
Ao liang; Sudan Wang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

Lingnan University ┃ Postgraduate Conference on Interdisciplinary Learning
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14:30–15:30

Panel 2: Humanity, Technology and Social Advancement
Chair: Dr. Genghua Huang, Lingnan University , Hong Kong SAR

AM309

1. The Polish National Identity Issue in the Second Part of the XIX
Century
Olga Krupskaia
Moscow City University, Russia
2. Metaphors in Political Discourse: A Corpus Research
Maria Boghiu
University of Bucharest, Romania
3. A Comparison of Novels in "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" by
Ken Kesey and "Hamlet" by Willam Shakespeare
John Aadhitya. A
Lady Doak College, Madurai - Madurai Kamaraj University, India
4. Comical Computers and Dull PCs: The Ethics of Giving Artificial
Intelligence a Sense of Humour
Liam McCaffrey
Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
14:30–15:30

Panel 3: Economics, Society and Globalisation
Chair: Prof. Neil Kellard, University of Essex, United Kingdom

AM310

1. How Do Aid and Tax Revenue Affect Government Spending in
Africa? Evidence from Panel Quantile regression
Wisdom Kwabla Dewortor
Henan University, Mainland China
2. Women, Business Management and Development: The Case for
Uganda’s Enterprises
Miriam Katunze; Annette Kutees
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. Information Economy, Employment Vulnerability and the
Development of New Urban Marginality: A Case of Bangladesh
Rasel Hussain
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. Experiences of Chin Irregular Migrant Workers in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia: A Case Study
Tual Sawn Khai
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
15:30–15:45

Break / In‐person poster presentations at the Skylight

Lingnan University ┃ Postgraduate Conference on Interdisciplinary Learning
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POSTER Parallel Session IV and Q&A
15:45–16:45

Panel 1: Topics on Social Science and Policy Research (II)
Chair: Dr. Yuyang Kang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM308

1. Accommodating Discontent: Experiences of Rent Paying
Residents in Winneba‐Ghana
Jacob Oppong Nkansah
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. GBA Livelihood Policies
Jinyan Qi
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. Moving from Literature Review to Research Statement
Dan Yang
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. Housing Issues in the Greater Bay Area: What is the Way Forward?
Yousong Lun
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
5. GBA: The Ultimate Solution for Ageing Problems in Hong Kong
Jinglun Wang
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
6. Research on Challenges of Informal Caregivers of Children who
have ADHD in Hong Kong
Yuet Chun Wong
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
15:45–16:45

Panel 2: Topics on Social Science and Policy Research (III)
Chair: Dr. Wenqi Lian, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM309

1. Hong Kong under the "COVID‐19"
Xu Li
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
2. New Opportunities for International Talents in the Greater Bay
Area
Helen Yanying Liu
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
3. Challenges of Higher Education in the Greater Bay Area
Zihui Xie
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. Internationalising Higher Education in the Greater Bay Area
Emma Ying Chen
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

Lingnan University ┃ Postgraduate Conference on Interdisciplinary Learning
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5. A Sleepless Night: Can You Correctly Understand the Harm of # In‐person poster
presentation will also
Insomnia#
be conducted at the
Wenwen Zhu
Skylight of Lingnan
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
6. Age‐friendly Community Project in the Greater Bay Area
Andy Chi Hong Yau
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
15:45–16:35

Panel 3: Topics on Social Science and Policy Research (IV)
Chair: Dr. Daisy Yidan Zhu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

University during the
breaks on 26 – 27
March 2021.

AM310

1. Explore Hong Kong's Housing Policy from the Perspective of # In‐person poster
presentation will also
Different Classes#
be conducted at the
Yixin Liu
Skylight of Lingnan
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

University during the
2. Turning Critical Education Issues in the Greater Bay Area into breaks on 26 – 27
March 2021.
Research Agenda: Methodological Reflections

Tianyang Wen
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

3. Mental Health Problems of Medical Staff under the Influence of
COVID‐19#
fLi
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
4. Karoshi: Current Situation of Doctors' Overwork in China
Silai Dong
Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

16:45 – 17:00

Closing Ceremony
Prof. Amoah Padmore Adusei, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

AM308
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Keynote Speeches
Promoting Health Literacy in Chronic Illness Care: Challenges and Opportunities
Prof. Angela Y M Leung
Associate Professor; Director, Centre for Gerontological Nursing (CGN);
Deputy Director, WHO Collaborating Centre for Community Health Services (WHOCC),
School of Nursing, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong SAR
This presentation aims to share the 10-year research experience in health literacy in Chinese
population. By the time when I started with health literacy research, not many people were aware of
health literacy issues. There is a big debate why we need ‘health literacy’ as we have already
developed quite well in health promotion. How to measure ‘health literacy’? What should be
measured? The lack of culturally sensitive validated instruments for Chinese population was a big
challenge. Without proper instruments, it is hard to extend our understanding of health literacy and
its relationship to other health outcomes. My project team therefore started to develop health
literacy scales (Chinese Health Literacy Scale for Diabetes (CHLSD), Chinese Health Literacy Scale for
Chronic Care (CHLCC) and Chinese Health Literacy Scale for Low Salt Consumption). These
instruments are now publicly accessible and being stored in Boston University Health Literacy Tool
Shed. Investigation has been made easy with validated instruments. The understanding of the
relationship between health literacy and other health outcomes (hospitalisation, use of emergency
room, etc.) was found. The most interesting one is the relationship with sunlight exposure behaviour
(a way to build up vitamin D). Flying all the way to American Los Angeles, I then recognised how
culture has affected our health belief and behaviour. A qualitative study was then done to explore
how health literacy, culture, social environment was interlinked. Health literacy is a type of power we advocate the development of interventions to support individuals to build up health literacy.
Typical example is the use of comic books to improve medication compliance and health literacy
among older adults (this was a service learning project in which students were trained to provide
health literacy training to the residents of public estates). Technology platforms (such as mobile app,
digital camera, mobile phone, social media such as Facebook, wearable device) are the means to
support individuals to access information, interpret the gained health messages and make final
health decision. A 2-year prospective study clearly showed how we use a mobile app to identify
individuals with undiagnosed diabetes and pre-diabetes and support their growth in health literacy
and health decision making (with the recommendations given in the app, high-risk app users
modified their dietary habits and reduced sedentary lifestyles). In the recent years, focuses are made
on dementia literacy (mental health literacy) and how technology can be used to support caregivers’
access and interpret health information. In conclusion, health literacy is still an area of interest which
I think I need another 10 to 20 years to investigate. Research is warrant in health literacy for all
nations – it is all about our capacity to improve our health.
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Keynote Speeches
Research and Education in the Long Run
Prof. Neil Kellard
Dean of Essex Business School, University of Essex, United Kingdom
This presentation seeks to provide a longer-term perspective on both research and education. The
first section of the talk discusses some of Neil’s recent research which examines long-run movements
in growth, commodity prices and real exchange rates and then seeks to set an agenda for future
research which encompasses the linkages between finance, new technologies, environmental
concerns, and corporate governance. In particular, the talk will stress the importance of ‘long-term’
rather than ‘short-term’ thinking. The second section continues with this theme, discussing related
trends in financial education including big data, data analytics and associated interdisciplinary
approaches.

Sex Selection, Family Building Strategies and the Political Economy of Gender
Prof. Mary E. John
Centre for Women’s Development Studies, New Delhi, India
This paper will contextualise the contemporary concern over sex selection once rendered as "missing
women". Though Amartya Sen's famous article in the New York Review of Books "More than one
hundred million women are missing" in 1990 is thought to have been seminal in bringing the
phenomenon to the notice of social scientists, India has contended with a long history on the
subject. Beginning in the colonial period when British officials encountered practices of female
infanticide and saw gender skews in the first Censuses, Indian demographers in the late 1960s and 70s
were bedevilled by the conundrum of long term worsening trends in overall sex ratios which continued
to decline after independence. A new moment in this history comes with the women's movement's
discovery of the annexation of amniocentesis testing for sex determination of the foetus and its
subsequent normalisation through pre-natal ultrasound as part of ordinary maternal care during a
pregnancy.
I argue that this new moment is distinctive in the Indian context in more than one way: It is urban-led
and most visible among non-poor "small families" aspiring to have the right kind of family of one boy
and one girl. While dominant approaches to sex selection see it as the core of Indian culture (son
preference); or alternatively as part of the continuum of violence against women, I suggest that the lens
of political economy might have its own insights to offer, and that gender is becoming more complex
than simple accounts of son preference and daughter aversion would suggest.
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Education in an Unprecedented Times (I)

Parallel Session I – Panel 1

Session Chair: Dr. Ray Yu Hin Cheung
PG022O | 11:30 ‐ 11:45
Social Dynamic of Curriculum Design in COVID‐19 Era and Beyond: The Application of Risk Society Theory
and Theory of Planned Behaviour in E‐learning Contexts
David Ho, The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
We have seen these changes of E-learning are so upside-down, the world is more volatile than it has been in
decades. While we still have to familiar with the challenges of the Forth Industrial Revolution 4.0 and the
sequential influences on education such as artificial intelligence and big data, COVID-19 has reminded educators
and learners regarding the essence of education—face to face communication. In view of these changes, a call of
responsiveness to keep up with new tactics is needed. Let’s say, all-rounded and global perspectives will
inevitably become a norm of higher education. This pilot study regarding a discussion of possible way-out of
curriculum design in COVID-19 Era and Beyond by a dialogue with Theory of Planned Behaviour.
PG031O | 11:45 ‐ 12:00
Digging Deeper to Internationalisation of Curriculum in Higher Education: Understanding the Integration
of Intercultural Competencies and Global Perspectives and Skills across Programme of Study in the 21st
Century
Muthia Mutmainnah Darmuh, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan
The internationalisation of Higher Education has been a trend and widely discussed in many countries in recent
years. This study aims to understand the concept, strategies, challenges, and further opportunities of the
internationalisation of the Curriculum in Higher Education. Using a qualitative content analysis approach, this
study reviewed published studies and relevant case studies. This study focuses primarily to research and
understands how theories, practices, and assessments applicable to the internationalisation of curriculum in
different disciplines in universities that have significant numbers of international students in international
programme of study. The purpose of this study is to provide a review of research, practical suggestions, and
further references to conduct a case study research in several international programmes of Universities in
Taiwan. The findings are (1) The heart of the internationalisation of higher education remains its curriculum; it
is very essential to improve under the policy of internationalisation and reflect the suitable features and
expectations of the local, national, and global community. (2) The Internationalisation of curriculum should then
focus on increasing individuals’ levels of intercultural competency to benefit engages with a global community.
(3) To focus on internationalised curriculum on student learning, universities need to ensure the process of
internationalisation occurs within the context of the different cultures and practices of knowing, doing, and being
in the disciplines, particularly in the integration of intercultural dimension into the teaching and learning
activities/resources, assessment task and support services of the study.
PG029O | 12:00 ‐ 12:15
Talking the Past for Future: History and History Education Programmes during the Pandemic and Post‐
Pandemic Time in Indonesia
Nour M Adriani; Labibatussolihah, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed almost the entire order of human life, including the field of education. One
of the concerns is the relevance of educational subjects during the disruption period and the post-pandemic
world. What are pandemic effects for the future of History and History Education programmes in Indonesia's
higher education? We will examine some notes from the academics, students, as well as recent graduates in the
field and then reflect qualitatively from our perspective about its practical implication for the short-term and
mid-term period.
With social restrictions, travel ban, and limited access to public facilities, conducting historical research became
more challenging. The relatively underdeveloped archival and source documentation system in developing
countries causes the quality of final assignments or academic journals among tertiary student to rely on
secondary sources instead of primary ones. Meanwhile, online learning has reduced the conventional history
learning model in the classroom to be more theoretical. However, in general, quality is not a significant issue for
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many students and graduates. This condition may be related to the standards set since the pre-pandemic period
was not very high. For them who have graduated recently, the biggest concern may be not in term of quality but
for their career: how long they should wait for the job to be available again.
PG041O | 12:15 ‐ 12:30
Rethinking Research in University Spaces: The Post‐pandemic Era
Arushi Kaushik; Suman Saha, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
Research outputs produced by universities are the key driver for a nation determined to create a thriving
knowledge economy (Barnett, 2003). Besides harbouring critical thinking and innovation, university research
lays the foundation for teaching and learning in higher education (Bahti, 1987). Post-pandemic era had led to the
emergence of issues which are critical for the smooth functioning, facilitating of research as well as teaching. The
challenges which are created in the pandemic leads to the paramount significance and utilisation of modern
technologies. The two most significant steps to understand this transformation and transition towards modern
technologies is to analyse the methods of access and adaptation by both teachers and learner’s. In the context of
India and most developing countries, the first step is to understand and decode “The Digital Divide”.
As an academician, I believe high quality data and the Family Life Study are ways to seek the impact we can
achieve with our applied social science research if we collaborate, identify opportunities to learn from one
another, and break down institutional walls and siloes. It will further lead to framing and institutionalising
scholar-centred policy reforms with the specific goal to develop and strengthen a research ecosystem in the
current and post-pandemic contexts.
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Health and Well‐being across Life Course

Parallel Session I – Panel 2

Session Chair: Prof. Angela Y.M Leung
PG009O | 11:30 ‐ 11:45
Caring for Older Adults in Ghana: The Experiences of Primary Caregivers in the Winneba Township
Jacob Oppong Nkansah, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Little research has explored the experiences of caregivers of older adults in Africa, particularly in Ghana.
However, globally, providing care for older adults is very important across all cultures. By this, it is evident that
many families are increasingly being affected by the need to offer care to older adults due to the strains involved
in carrying these responsibilities (Andersen & Taylor, 2001). In Winneba Township in Ghana, caring for older
adults has become an obstacle and stressful to caregivers. Due to this, older adult caregivers face a double
jeopardy: while they provide supportive care to their declining loved one, they too often suffer multiple chronic
conditions and decline. This has motivated the researcher to; explore the relationship that exists between the
primary caregivers and older adults in the Winneba Township; examine the kind of support primary caregivers’
offer to the older adults; explore the challenges caregivers face in their quest to offer support to the older adults
and examine the coping strategies adopted by primary caregivers in providing quality care to the older adults in
the Winneba Township. Methods: A descriptive qualitative approach with Phenomenological design employing
one-on-one interview and observation guides will be used to collect data from eligible 20 caregivers in Winneba
in southern Ghana. Employing Thematic Analysis (TA) with NVivo (12), in a descriptive first cycle and focused
second cycle coding will be employed to analyse the data.
PG003O | 11:45 ‐ 12:00
Intergenerational Learning for Active Ageing: Chinese Senior Immigrants’ Online Learning during the
COVID‐19
Yidan Zhu; Weiguo Zhang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
The COVID-19 has greatly affected the immigrant community in terms of racial and ethnic inequalities, border
closures, travel restrictions, service processing delays, and/or mental health problems (Clark, et. al. 2020).
During the pandemic, older immigrants experienced not only a high risk for severe illness, but also long-term and
short-term uncertainties in both their families and the local society. The older immigrants could not receive
adequate health support and social services, and lifelong learning opportunities. The purpose of this paper is to
explore the relationship between intergenerational learning and ageing in immigrant communities. Through an
examination of how Chinese senior immigrants learn intergenerationally in Canada during the COVID-19, this
paper argues that intergenerational learning could be seen as a pathway for active ageing (WHO, 2002), which
helps to enhance senior immigrants’ health and wellbeing, civic engagement, and social security.
Based on a self-initiated intergenerational learning project by a Chinese senior immigrants’ association in
Toronto, Canada, this study examined how older immigrants practiced intergenerational learning with
immigrant youth through a variety of online teaching and learning activities, including English language learning,
arts learning and other online collaborative learning activities. The study interviews 16 Chinese senior
immigrants and 10 immigrant youth participating in the intergenerational activities in Toronto. Results showed
that online intergenerational learning served as a lifelong learning process for active ageing, and played
important roles in 1) intergenerational knowledge transfer; 2) cross-cultural communications; and 3) online civic
engagement and community development.
PG037O | 12:00 ‐ 12:15
Changing Roles in Long‐term Care Service for Elderly Population in Urban China —A Case Study of Welfare
Mix in Qingdao
Zhen Tian; Suping Lou, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
The care of the fragile elderly has increasingly become a social problem that needs collective intervention under
rapid ageing. The long-term care insurance system, as one of the most typical institutional arrangements
internationally, has been piloted in China since 2016. Qingdao is the first city in China to explore and implement
social long-term care
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insurance targeted for elder people and summarised as a unique welfare model by the Chinese central
government and academia. The introduction of the long-term care insurance system has changed the noninstitutionalised picture of traditional elderly care services to a certain extent, and reshaped the relationship
between the government, the market, and the family in the elderly care services. This study analyses the welfare
mixed model development in Qingdao city through conceptual dimensions developed from welfare mix economy
and social welfare analysis framework, including service coverage, service content, service provision, service
financing, and service regulation combing from a longitudinal perspective of historicism. This study uses
qualitative research methods including administrative text and literature analysis, and conducts interviews with
local political elites as well as stakeholders to explain the characteristics and influencing factors of Qingdao
welfare model.
PG033O | 12:15 ‐ 12:30
Social Networks, Access to Healthcare and the Health‐related Quality of Life among Young People in the
Informal Sector: The Case of Nigeria
Ayomide Oladosu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Over 2 billion people (approximately 61.2 per cent of the world’s employed population) are currently employed
the informal sector. With 77 per cent of the total youths in employment constituted in the informal sector, young
people are the largest labour contributors to this sector. Unfortunately, the jobs held by these people (young
people) are usually associated with low pay, no legal (employment contracts) and social protection (pensions
and health insurance), and poor working conditions. These conditions contribute significantly to limited access
to social services like healthcare services, makes them (informal workers) vulnerable and exposed to calamitous
health conditions. Evidence from existing empirical research has thoroughly corroborated the link between social
networks, access to healthcare, and the health of informal workers. However, health-related research in Nigeria
have largely neglected this critical relationship among some vulnerable groups especially young people working
in the informal sector. To address this problem, this proposed study will utilise the concept of social network (the
social ties between individuals and the characteristics of those ties) to investigate how and to what extent social
networks influence access to healthcare and the health of young people in the informal sector. This study will use
a mixed-method research design to answer this question.
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The Built Environment in Contemporary Societies

Parallel Session I – Panel 3

Session Chair: Prof. Andrea Suachelli
PG020O | 11:30 ‐ 11:45
Critical Activities for the Successful Management of External Stakeholders in Construction Projects
Dennis G. Oppong; Albert P.C. Chan, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong SAR
The increasing number of external stakeholders and multiplicity of their needs and expectations require careful
consideration and management in projects. However, external stakeholders have received relatively little
attention in research and practice when compared to internal stakeholders. Therefore, this study focuses on
evaluating the critical activities contributing to external stakeholder management success at the project planning
stage from the perspective of developing countries. Questionnaire survey data was collected from project
management practitioners in Ghana and analysed using mean scoring, factor analysis, and fuzzy synthetic
evaluation. Seven groups of contributing activities were established, namely; involving external stakeholders and
ensuring mutual trust (weighting = 0.163), effective communication with external stakeholders (weighting =
0.162), sustaining relationships with external stakeholders (weighting = 0.152), preliminary planning (weighting
= 0.140), analysing project and external stakeholder information (weighting = 0.130), assessing external
stakeholder attributes and needs (weighting = 0.128), and developing and applying effective strategies
(weighting = 0.126). Following, a practice framework was developed, exemplified, and validated with experts in
Ghana. The findings contribute to advancing stakeholder theory in construction research in the context of
developing countries. Practitioners can effectively implement, evaluate, compare and improve the contributing
activities in external stakeholder management process to inform about needed managerial decisions in projects.
The findings will guide practitioners to be more externally oriented and accommodating toward external
stakeholders; distribute managerial attention properly in undertaking activities; proactively mitigate external
stakeholder issues; manage project more ethically and sustainably; and develop managerial competency
requirements.
PG030O | 11:45 ‐ 12:00
International Migration Role in the Rural Heritage Reconfiguration Rural House Landscape Interpretations
In Michoacan Mexico
Guillermo Martinez Vergara; Luis Arturo Avila Melendez, Institutio Politecnico Nacional, Mexico
This doctoral research project focuses on analysing the way livelihoods has changed the value criteria of rural
heritage, particularly the materiality and value of the rural house in an area with high international circular
migration. The central research questions are: Are there ideologies related to the livelihoods of returned migrants
that modify perspectives on the value of the rural house and the rural landscape? What is the interpretation of
the older generation people about the new architecture in the rural house? Which house design elements and
everyday practices change the relationships that people have with the local environment?
These questions have taken us to propose an interdisciplinary methodology. We use a theoretical framework
from social anthropology that helps us to interpret appropriately discourses about the value of the rural, and
apply methodologies from archaeology and architecture to relate the building designs and everyday social
practices with the heritage value and the environment.
At the end, we pretend to create an ethnographic argument that helps to understand how the new interpretations
of rural houses are being reconfigured as rural heritage. The case of study is a lacustrine town with a population
mainly dedicated to agriculture and fishing in Michoacán México.
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PG006O | 12:00 ‐ 12:15
Design Thinking x Space Innovation
Janett Adler; Jea Hoo Na; Martyn Evans, Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
Design thinking x space innovation explores how a bespoke design thinking process can effectively represent
innovation culture in space technology organisations. As an industry of the future with enormous potential for
growth and a vast area for new inventions and exploration, space inspires all generations all the time. With the
Space Sector Deal of the UK Government’s Industrial Strategy the ‘new space age’ has taken off (Satellite
Applications Catapult, 2018) and productivity is increased where space collaborates across sectors (Space
Growth Partnership, 2018). Five projects conducted for this research explore how visual design and creative
techniques can contribute to growth and prosperity, fostering impact in the region, fuelling the imagination of
prospective audiences, communicating new ideas to a world that constantly adapts and adjusts itself.
Design is increasingly recognised as a driver for user-centred innovation (The European Design Leadership
Board, 2012) and organisations are advancing by embedding design into their innovation processes (Bason,
2015). The hybrid character, that is the combination of future technologies and creative design, serves as a
pioneering instrument and concurrently as a consistent quality asset. Design can enhance productivity and
visually communicate future technology (Author’s Cohort, 2018).
By using a tailored design thinking model, this research explores the creation and development of brands to
communicate innovation in the field of satellite and space technologies. It examines the potential that
collaboration has across disciplines, the positive effect of creativity in the space industry and the increased
productivity when non-designers engage in design thinking.
PG026O | 12:15 ‐ 12:30
An Overview on the Effects of Physical Neighbourhood Environment on Active Lifestyle Choices
Ka Ming Cheung, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
There is an ongoing discussion among the community in Hong Kong on making people in our city more physically
active. An active lifestyle is no doubt vital to people’s health and wellbeing but our living environment seems
imposed barriers to people of some ages and abilities from undertaking an active and healthy lifestyle.
This research paper would act as a starting point in making Hong Kong suitable for all people to undertake an
active lifestyle, by conducting a comprehensive overview on: (1) what are the physical environmental features in
the neighbourhood environment that are able to promote active lifestyle by enhancing recreational physical
activities; and (2) how different people responds, physiologically or psychologically, to these physical
environmental features.
An overview of peer-reviewed and grey literature was done to identify the list of perceived behavioural control
factors in relations to the living environment that was associated with changes in behavioural outcomes of being
active. These factors were analysed and categorised for discussion of effectiveness of existing active design
guidelines. This review showed that comfort, safety and desirability in cities are the three determining factors for
people perceiving whether they are capable in being active in their neighbourhood. People could perceive and
respond the same objective environment differently, which make certain people, living in certain types of
neighbourhood, be more vulnerable in being inactive, and thus unhealthy and unwell. Active community could
only be promoted when the local authorities know well what prevent their people from being active, and conduct
appropriate interventions.
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Interventions and Approaches for Human Health and Well‐being

POSTER Parallel Session II
– Panel 1

Session Chair: Dr. Daisy Yidan Zhu
PG001P | 14:00 ‐ 14:10
Active Training Bodysuits for Adult Degenerative Scoliosis
Chung Wing Yan, Claire, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong SAR
Adult degenerative scoliosis (ADS) is a condition of the ageing population caused by the degenerative functional
spinal unit without pre-existing spinal deformities, with Cobb’s angle exceeds 10° in the coronal plane. Globally,
an approximate overall incidence rate of 6% for people aged 40 or above are diagnosed with ADS. Patients with
ADS usually suffered from progressive lower back pain with radiculopathy and neurogenic claudication, spinal
stenosis, the progression of curves that negatively affect patients’ health-related quality of life. Bracing is
regarded as the most traditional conservative treatment to relieve pain, correct posture and reduce the
progression of spinal curvature. Comfort, user accessibility towards the brace and aesthetic are also considered
in the development of brace wear. Yip et al. have developed an active training brace for older adults between the
ages of 50-65 years old who have diagnosed with ADS. The active training brace is a combination of rigid, semirigid materials and textiles to increase acceptance and comfort comparing the conventional hard brace. To
optimise the sagittal alignment of the spine, there is a need to evaluate the forces created by different textile
components and accessories.
This project aims to investigate the gait pattern of ADS patients while accessing the performance of different
textile compositions that might be selected for the active training brace. Through formulating a biomechanical
model to simulate the forces exerted by active training brace, the most suitable combination of textiles and
accessories that provide optimum corrective forces and support for ADS patients can be identified.
PG002P | 14:10 ‐ 14:20
When History Perpetuates Narratives and Stereotypes: the Burden of Historical Representations on Well‐
being Raymond Boateng, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Previous research outlined that historical representations of different groups underlies stereotypes and
prejudice. Individuals with a racial or ethnic minority background are highly likely to encounter discrimination
and poorer mental health. We hypothesised that historical representations of Africans by Europeans and the
perception of these representations among Africans in Europe relate to poorer psychological well-being in that
population. We predicted that this effect is mediated by social identity and stereotype confirmation concern.
Consistent with our predictions, historical representations was associated with increased anxiety. Further,
historical representations predicted lower collective self-esteem. Stereotype confirmation concern mediated the
effect of historical representations on increased anxiety. Social identity also mediated the effect of historical
representations on high self-esteem as well as on high collective self-esteem. Our findings highlight the negative
effects of people’s awareness of their racial history on their psychological health.
PG005P | 14:20 ‐ 14:30
Exploring the Role of Coping Mechanisms in the Relationship between Parenting Stress and Mental Health
among Adolescent Mothers in Zambia
Kalunga Cindy Nakazwe, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Adolescent motherhood deserves more research attention because it is still highly prevalent, especially in lowand middle-income countries. It costs lives, and it comes at huge physical and mental health costs. Past research
in these regions has predominantly focused on adolescent mothers’ physical health with less attention on their
mental health.
To examine the roles of coping mechanisms (coping resources and coping styles) in the relationship between
parenting stress and mental health of adolescent mothers, the study recruited 571 first time adolescent mothers,
aged 13 to 19 years old, M=18.21, SD=0.94 (with babies between 0 to 9 months old, M=3.50, SD=2.80) from
Lusaka-
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Zambia using disproportionate random sampling to participate in a cross-sectional survey. Participants
completed measures of parenting stress, meta-parenting profile, resilience, social support, depression, wellbeing,
sleep quality, religious coping, rumination, and parental locus of control (α =.70 - .94).
Preliminary results indicate significant relationships between parenting stress and depression (r = .11, p &lt;
0.01), and between parenting stress and wellbeing (r = -.13, p &lt; 0.01). It is also expected that a model fit will
be well achieved in Structural Equation Modelling (SEM).
PG003P | 14:30 ‐ 14:40
Development of Pressure Monitoring Undergarment for Scoliotic Brace Treatment
Ka Po Lee, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong SAR
This project is aimed to develop a pressure monitoring undergarment by integrating the fibre bragg grating
sensors (FBGs) and knitted garment, so overall pressure distribution and dynamic pressure exerted by braces on
Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) patients can be investigated. AIS is a 3D spinal deformity arising in children
aged 10 to 16. Bracing is the most prevalent conservative treatment to alleviate curve progression to the threshold
for surgery by exerting active pressure. However, prolonged stress of the hard brace often causes physical
discomfort, such as skin irritation and pressure ulcers. Moreover, the current ideal level of pressure is not
standardised, so the applied pressure is mainly relying on orthotist’ s judgement. It implies that orthotists might
overestimate patient’s tolerance to reach their expected in-brace corrective results, so it may eventually reduce
patients’ brace compliance and treatment successfulness. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor pressure and
adjust the tightness accordantly while keeping the brace efficacy. Existing pressure sensors have two main
inadequacies, namely shifting problem and no overall pressure distribution. The high flexibility pressure
monitoring undergarment could be one of the solutions because it tightly fits the human torso and equipped with
more than 20 sensing points, so overall pressure can be known. Also, the collected data can be used to determine
the optimum brace corrective forces and desired pressure comfort.
PG007P | 14:40 ‐ 14:50
The Implementation of Service Learning in Civic Engagement: A Middle School Interdisciplinary Course
Project
Shuya Xiao, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
As one of the new education innovations, service-learning is a bridge that connects students with community
needs in real world while achieving both academic goals and personal inner development. However, there is very
few systematic service learning courses and existing research towards to middle school students in mainland
China. With this significant concern, this study aims to implement a systematic service learning course project
middle school students in Shenzhen and measure the students’ development on civic engagement. Based on
service learning pedagogy, the course focuses on research-based method that encourages students to propose
their findings and suggestions to local government in Shenzhen. Shenzhen was the first Mainland city applied
child-friendly city in United Nations Children's Fund. This course will start with designing an interdisciplinary
term service course project for a middle school’s students. This course includes twenty-one hours lecturing and
counseling on six different academic domains; social science, data analysis, professional writing, public speaking,
urban planning, art design. Eventually, students will write their policy proposals to the local government on childfriendly community and present their research results in public. This research will use a mixed method. For the
qualitative part, researchers will collect students’ reflections in journals and discussed with them once a week.
In the end of this project, students will report their final reflection about this service learning experience on civic
Responsibility. For the quantitative part, participants will complete questionnaires on civic responsibility before
and after this course.
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Topics on Linguistics and Social Science Research

POSTER Parallel Session II
– Panel 2

Session Chair: Dr. Yuyang Kang
PG004P | 14:00 ‐ 14:10
Introducing Russian Quasi Subject Structures Such as Книга легко читается / The Book Reads Easily
Anna Shestopalova, Moscow City University, Russia
Many linguistic studies focus on the ways, methods and means of representing the linguistic map of the world of
a language speaker. Apart from this, there is an issue of language means which help categorise and conceptualise
the reality. Thus, when studying a particular linguistic structure, it is essential to analyse its components to fully
comprehend and describe its cognitive status and meaning in the language.
The research focuses on the problem of defining the meaning in such quasisubject structures as Книга легко
читается / The book reads easily as nowadays their cognitive status has not been thoroughly outlined yet. The
key methods of the research are hypothetico-deductive method and content-analysis which help sample the
examples of quasisubject structures from various resources, generate a list of relevant examples representing the
aforementioned structures, and then conduct a comprehensive analysis of their components and meaning.
As a result, the study outlines the subject types used in these structures and presents their quantitative ratio that
helps define which subject type is more prevalent within the framework of a quasisubject construction.
Eventually, relying on the aspects of the respective linguistic map of the word is possible to cover the cognitive
status of quasisubject constructions.
PG006P | 14:10 ‐ 14:20
The Role of Sociolinguistic Approach for Personal Assessment in Anthropocentric Paradigm
Maria Rykova, Moscow City University, Russia
This article is motivated by anthropocentric direction in modern science manifested by the era of globalisation.
One of the most highlighted areas of focus in anthropocentrism is the significance of personal factor. This
dimension is to be revealed in current language teaching. The objective of the study is to examine the relevance
of sociolinguistic approach for self-expression assessment.
The findings illustrate that anthropocentric paradigm in methodology is manifested largely in linguodidactics,
which investigates at the interdisciplinary level the laws of interaction of language, consciousness, culture and
society. Furthermore, it explores the processes of a person's mastery of language in educational conditions and
in terms of cross-cultural contacts with representatives of other linguistic society. In that regard the importance
of self-identity in intercultural communication is growing. As a result linguodidactics faces the necessity to
specify this self-expression during the educational course.
The research supported the prediction that sociolinguistic approach can facilitate this assessment. The process
of familiarising students with linguistic variability in L2 comprehension serves as a key element to cultural
appreciation. Namely students’ ability to interpret sociolinguistic parameters of a foreigner’s speech may serve
as one of the possible tools for assessing the identity of foreign language learners. According to this principle, a
person via dialect, region, social status etc. expresses him-/herself to individuals and groups who have a different
cultural and linguistic background.
These findings add to the evidence indicating that we should account for sociolinguistic approach to conceive and
assess self-expression in dialogue of cultures.
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PG008P | 14:20 ‐ 14:30
The Impact of Media Multitasking on Young People's (Digital Natives) Learning
Eleni Giatraki, UCL Institute of Education (IOE), United Kingdom
The purpose of my research is three-folded. The first aim is to investigate the effects of digital media multitasking
on young people’s learning and explore their multitasking behaviours. In this study multitasking is defined as the
engagement in multiple tasks aimed at attaining multiple goals simultaneously or switching quickly between
several different tasks aimed at attaining multiple goals. The second aim is to explore the media multitasking
behaviour among youth and try to examine the extent to which patterns of technology use and media multitasking
of today’s students reflect the notion of digital natives, i.e. identify whether people from younger generations
(‘digital natives’) are more skilled at multitasking than older adults as it is often claimed. The third aim of this
study is to inform educational practice by providing educators with strategies for effective use of digital
technologies for teaching and learning.
14:30 – 14:40
The China’s Way to Internationalisation
Jing Hunag; Hoating Chang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:40 – 14:50
Challenges for Chinese Higher Education and Current Situation of Hong Kong Real Estate
Feng Cheng; Ling Leng, The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
14:50 – 15:00
Reflections about Internationalisation of Mainland Universities in the GBA and Qualitative Research
Chuyin Liu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
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Topics on Social Science Research (I)

POSTER Parallel Session II –
Panel 3

Session Chair: Dr. Jiaxin Chen
14:00 ‐ 14:10
Challenges for Higher Education in China
Mingzhu Yang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:10 ‐ 14:20
The Dilemma of Hong Kong: Growing Dissatisfaction of Youth
Tingting Zhang; Jiahao Zhong, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:20 ‐ 14:30
Opportunities and Challenges caused by High‐price Housing in Hong Kong under the Developing Strategy of
the Greater Bay Area
Suli Liang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:30 – 14:40
Analyse how to do Academic Research based on Social Hot Topics
Han Wang; Xinyi Zhai, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:40 – 14:50
A Way Out for Hong Kong Youth? Opportunities and Challenges in the GBA#
Guoguo Ke, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:50 – 15:00
Transforming Greater Bay Area into Regional Hub of Higher Education and Development: Role
of Universities and Call for Public‐Friendly Policies#
Khan Abdul Wali, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
#In‐person poster presentation will also be conducted at the Skylight of Lingnan University during the breaks
on 26 – 27 March 2021.
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Topics on Social Science Research (II)

POSTER Parallel Session II –
Panel 4

Session Chair: Prof. Amoah Padmore Adusei
14:00 ‐ 14:10
Mental Health Challenge and Solutions of Senior in Hong Kong during the COIVD‐19#
Lixian Xu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:10 ‐ 14:20
How does China’s Rural Medical Services and Systems Promote Poverty Reduction
Yun Zhang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:20 ‐ 14:30
The Mental Health and Bahvioural Response in Hong Kong during the COVID‐19
Angela Ma, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:30 – 14:40
Challenges of Hong Kong Health and Social Care Services and Proposed Solutions
Yiu-Chung Cheung Edward, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:40 – 14:50
Tensions in the Doctor‐Patient Relationship and their Impact on Medical Practice in China
Hao Li, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
14:50 – 15:00
Housing? Education? Medical? Social Problems in Chinese Society
Nanjun Qu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
# In‐person poster presentation will also be conducted at the Skylight of Lingnan University during the breaks
on 26 – 27 March 2021.
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Mental Health and Well‐being Issues across Life Courses

Parallel Session III – Panel 1

Session Chair: Dr. Arat Gizem
PG036O | 16:30 ‐ 16:45
A Study of Related Factors Affecting Taiwan High School Students’ Mental Health – Enlightenment of High
School Mental Health Education
Yu-Ting Chung, National Cheng-Chi University, Taiwan
This study aimed to understand the life and mental health conditions in high school students in Taiwan, to
determine whether family function is associated with high school students’ mental health, and to provide
suggestions for high school mental health education.
A questionnaire measures the respondents’ basic information, current living conditions, and problems in life, and
three scales, Depression-Anxiety-Stress Scale (DASS-21), The Chinese Family Assessment Instrument(C-FAI) and
Ego Resilience Scale (ERS), were sent to the students recruited from junior and senior high schools in New Taipei
City in Taiwan by using purposive sampling method. Shotgun approach was adopted in this study to identify the
distribution of the given data, and to determine the correlation among the factors.
1,200 questionnaires were sent out, 1,010 were returned, and 1,009 are valid. This study confirms that high
school students’ mental health was correlated with the quality of family function. The more effective family
communication is, the less problem of mental health issue high school students have. However, the more support
the parents provide, the higher academic pressure high school students feel. The more frequently high school
students experience depression, the more problems of interpersonal disturbance they have.
This study suggests high school teachers to use relevant scales when conducting surveys on the living conditions
of students. In addition to establish a database for future research, teachers can help students understand their
problems and emotional condition through the scales and families, schools, and communities can provide further
support.
PG044O | 16:45 ‐ 17:00
Recovery from Mental Disorders: A Study of Young People with Substance Use Disorders in Zambia
Ireen Manase Kabembo, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
The World Health Organisation estimates that 10-20% of young people suffer from mental disorders, with half of
these disorders in adulthood starting by the age 14, though most cases are undetected and untreated thereby
affecting the recovery prospects of young people, (WHO, 2018).
Extensive literature exists that examines the meaning of recovery from mental illness in adult populations, with
limited research exploring how recovery is conceptualised by young people experiencing mental disorders.
Situated in the context of global mental health that promotes recovery and securing of human rights for everyone
experiencing mental disorders, including young people; this study aims at getting in-depth understanding on how
young people (14-24 years) frame the meaning and experience of recovery from substance use disorders, what
factors influence recovery, and their expressions of agency in the receipt of mental health services.
The study proposes to use an exploratory qualitative research design to document perceptions and lived
experiences of respondents, using an interpretative approach. Semi-structured interviews will be used to collect
information from 35 purposively selected young people.
The focus on young people will add to the voices of service users on conceptualisation and experience of recovery
from mental distress in Low-and Middle-Income Countries, which have a paucity of research in this area. Results
will also inform policy and practice in adolescent mental health in Zambia.
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PG045O | 17:00 ‐ 17:15
Caregiving during COVID‐19 and Elder Abuse in Africa: Research and Policy Directions
Francis Arthur-Holmes, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Given how COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted every aspect of our lives, this paper aims to discuss potential
mistreatment of older adults by informal caregivers during the COVID-19 outbreak in Africa and possible ways
to help address it. The unprecedented global COVID-19 crisis has distorted informal caregivers’ roles. And as a
consequence, informal caregivers are required to adjust their roles in order to reduce caregiving burden and
stress. More importantly, the COVID-19 crisis has caused challenging situations which might potentially cause
family caregivers to abuse their older relatives. Despite this, research on this subject, up to this point, remains
nascent in Africa. Researchers also have failed to examine the pattern of the increasing reports of abuse, violence
and discrimination against older adults during the COVID-19 pandemic in Africa. This paper, therefore, calls for
a deeper research on the dynamics and the immediate and long-term impacts of abuse against older adults in
Africa.
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Education in an Unprecedented Times (II)

Parallel Session III – Panel 2

Session Chair: Dr. Weiyan Xiong
PG035O | 16:30 ‐ 16:45
Building a Way Back from the Brink: Methodological Reflections of Mixed‐methods Research Paused by a
Pandemic
Nicola Dutton; Julie Marshall; Suzanne Gough; Stephen Walsh, Manchester Metropolitan University, United
Kingdom
On the 23rd March 2020, the British Prime Minster initiated the first English lockdown as a result of the COVID19 pandemic, impacting the research of a large majority of research students at English Universities. The impact
of the pandemic has been felt by postgraduate students internationally and has inadvertently caused a generation
of trainee researchers to become arguably more reactive, adaptive, and reflective in their practice than previous
generations.
Reflections will be made on reactive adaptations to the research agenda of an embedded quasi-experimental
mixed methods design, used to explore the experience of adapted LEGO®-based therapy for young people who
use forms of communication other than speech to replace or augment their verbal communication skills, and
associated changes in their communication.
Examples of adaptations made to research agenda will be shared along with considerations for the
commencement of data collection in a country still significantly affected by the health, social, and educational
repercussions of the pandemic.
Navigating the restrictions imposed on research within England during a pandemic poses significant challenges
to a student researcher and forces them to become creative in adaptations to their research methods and design.
Questions will be posed on the lasting impact of the pandemic on student research internationally, and reflections
shared on the principles of compromise, and battle between ‘research training’ and ‘research experience’ for a
modern student researcher.
PG039O | 16:45 ‐ 17:00
Explore Students’ Attitude to Distance Learning as an Alternate for Studying Abroad in the COVID‐19 Era in
Taiwan
Louise Tsai, National Chengchi University, Taiwan
The COVID-19 lockdown and social distancing had an enormous impact on global education and higher education.
International Association University (IAU) stated that COVID-19 pandemic has shifted student mobility from
physical to virtual mode; global student mobility of higher education institutions has been impacted more than
90% (IAU, 2020). Accordingly, during school interruption, distance learning, performed by digital, asynchronous
or synchronous and other virtual forms of courses, was provided, which has transformed the access to technical
tools along with instructions and learning skills. Students overseas were between the alternates of returning
home and staying abroad and forced themselves to take the non-physically remote education as a substitute to
continue their studies.
However, students who were planning to study abroad after their local school graduation before the COVID-19
pandemic has been constrained by remoteness and sudden shift. Those who are suffering from planning the shift
as attendance distance courses to insisting on going overseas. Consequently, international student virtual
mobility has been transformed intensely, from a taking-part-in the MOOCs or other online courses into a takenpart-in higher education. For Asia students, studying abroad is always an option due to advanced employability,
academic learning achievement or exotic experience. Under the circumstances, the number of students learning
and working overseas is reaching the peak year by year in Taiwan before the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead, in the
COVID-19 era, Taiwan prevented diseases from wide spreading and minimised the epidemic impact on people's
daily as well as avoided the national lockdown because of timely crisis management and energetic response. It
made Taiwanese student virtual mobility critical and a dilemma.
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The purpose of this study is to fill the gap in this issue and to explore Taiwan students’ virtual mobility in higher
education in the COVID-19 era. The exploration is valued to the one who are planning for studying overseas and
the institutions which need to plan courses. Research questions addressed as follows: (1) In the COVID-19 era,
what is Taiwan college students’ attitude towards distance learning as an alternate studying abroad? (2) In the
COVID-19 era, what is Taiwan college students’ students’ attitude towards taking a degree from physical inclassroom courses and through distance courses?
The participants for the study are the total of 279 Taiwan undergraduate and postgraduate students. The online
based survey was conducted during January in 2021. Data was analysed with Hierarchical regression. Results
presents: There are significant deviation in students’ attitude toward distance learning as an alternate studying
abroad between students’ different intent of studying abroad. For students with intent of studying abroad, over
45% of them prefer taking both online and in-classroom courses overseas. Students who has positive intention
of taking online course is also positive to taking degree online.
PG024O | 17:00 ‐ 17:15
Explore the Effectiveness of Online Teaching and Learning of Morphological Awareness for Linguistically
Underprivileged English Medium University Students (in Sri Lanka)
W. Namal M. Wickramasekera, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka
In the proposed study, researcher will investigate the online teaching and learning of morphological awareness
with the main purposes of assessing the improvement of the level of vocabulary and grammar of students
studying in the medium of English. Specifically, this study aims to compare the success rate of students learning
English completely online and those following blended learning. Due to COVID-19 pandemic, education has
changed intensely, with the distinctive rise of online learning, whereby teaching and learning are undertaken
remotely and on digital platforms. The advantages and disadvantages of online teaching and learning have
become apparent in different phases of our modern life particularly in higher education without face-to-face
interaction between teachers and students in classrooms. Though there are advantages and disadvantages of
online teaching and learning, with this present situation in the country and the world, researcher determined to
investigate the effectiveness of only online and blended teaching and learning of morphological awareness for
low English proficiency learners studying vocabulary and grammar in Sri Lankan universities. The Community of
Inquiry (CoI) framework highlights social presence, teaching presence, and cognitive presence as essential
elements to facilitate successful educational experiences in online distance learning environments. Garrison et
al. (1999) proposed a CoI model for educational developers to assist in the organisation of online and blended
educational experiences. Therefore, the researcher will use the CoI model developed by Garrison and Anderson
(2003) and Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory as a base for the proposed research.
PG005O | 17:15 ‐ 17:30
Challenges in Researching as a Third Space Professional
Joanne Caldwell, Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
As the literature regarding professional services staff has increased in recent years, there has been more focus
on the third space professional. Described by Whitchurch, (2017: 4) “in terms of the spaces they occupy, the
knowledge they develop, the relationships they form, and the legitimacies and sources authority that they
develop”. The third space professional within the university sector is crossing boundaries traditionally occupied
by professional services or academic staff.
This presentation focuses on the challenges I have faced as a third space professional researching identity with
my own organisation. I will describe the methodical approach I undertook using Holland et al's., (1998) key text:
Identity and Agency in Cultural Worlds and examine how undertaking a Doctorate of Education as a professional
services member of staff working as a third space professional has challenged my own identity.
I will present my research findings and offer suggestions about how universities can value those who work across
the boundaries of higher education and how we can attempt to reimagine the binary divide that exists between
professional services and academic staff. This research adds to the evolving nature of higher education.
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Addressing Critical Social Problems

Parallel Session III – Panel 3

Session Chair: Prof. Maggie Lau
PG034O | 16:30 ‐ 16:45
“We are Parents”: Constructions of Fatherhood and Fathering among Urban Middle‐class Fathers in Zambia
Aurick Mubita, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
This study explores the ways in which fatherhood is conceptualised, practiced, and interpreted in view of existing
discourses. It employed mixed-methods approach based on 32 in-depth interviews with fathers, 25 with mothers,
5 couple interviews and survey data from 416 fathers. Results showed that the conceptualisation of fatherhood
is shifting away from a simplistic view centred only on the hegemonic notion of fathers as financial providers,
towards a more intensive and expansive one which includes other developments such as emotional
expressiveness and physical care. Fathers showed a lot of anxiety and fear about the safety and future well-being
of their children. The changed meaning of fatherhood was also revealed in their practices where, in the context
of love and changed conception of children, fathers make masculine compromises and perform various childcare
and housework tasks as a way of managing potential risks and taking care of children’s vulnerabilities even in
the face of social scrutiny and ridicule for engaging in women’s work. Results also revealed that fathers negotiate
their involvement by harnessing various strategies from taking advantage of existing discourses that people
value, interpreting parenting as gender neutral, to the more subversive strategies such as owning the narrative
labels and outright rejection of normative values. Findings also revealed the influence of various factors on the
construction of fatherhood and fathering such as Christian religious doctrine, negative life experiences and
fathers’ fear of suffering in old age if they did not establish close emotional ties with their children.
PG038O | 16:45 ‐ 17:00
The Impact of Childhood Exposure to Multiple Forms of Violence on Multi‐Dimensional Child Well‐being
Patrick Chanda, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Violence against children is a global economic, social, human rights, and public health issue that affects millions
of children each year. Evidence shows that children experience various forms of violence. This study therefore
aims to investigate the impact of childhood exposure to multiple forms of violence on multi-dimensional child
well-being in Zambia. Specifically, the study aims to: (1) Establish the forms of violence experienced by children
across the life course of childhood. (2) Investigate the patterns of violence perpetrated by children against fellow
children. (3) Determine the consequences of childhood violence for children’s well-being across the life course of
childhood. (4) Establish how victims cope with the consequences of violence across the life course of childhood.
This is a mixed methods approach (quantitative and qualitative methods). Cluster sampling, disproportionate
stratified random sampling, purposive and snowball sampling will be used to recruit participants. Face-to-face
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews will be used to collect quantitative and qualitative data,
respectively. Quantitative data will be analysed using statistical analysis, while qualitative data will be analysed
thematically. The expected outcomes are: (1) Analysis of the forms of violence experienced by children across
the life course of childhood. (2) Analysis of the patterns of violence perpetrated by children against fellow
children. (3) Analysis of the consequences of childhood violence for children’s wellbeing across the life course of
childhood. (4) Analysis of the coping mechanisms for victims of childhood violence across the life course of
childhood.
PG012O | 17:00 ‐ 17:15
How Tendency of Striving to Avoid Inferiority Would Predict Procrastination among University Students in
Hong Kong? A Structural Equation Modeling Approach
Peter Yee Lap To; Barbara Chuen Yee Lo; Ting Kin Ng; Bernard Pak Ho Wong; Anna Wai Man Choi, Lingnan
University, Hong Kong SAR
The current study intended to examine whether the relationship between individuals’ striving to avoid inferiority
tendency and procrastination was mediated by stress and then self-control. A total of 154 Hong Kong university
students completed five sets of questionnaires, including the Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21), the
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Striving to Avoid Inferiority Scale (SAIS), the Short Self-Regulation Questionnaire (SSRQ) and the General
Procrastination Scale. The results of structural equation modeling revealed that striving to avoid inferiority
positively predicted stress, stress negatively predicted self-control, and self-control negatively predicted
procrastinating tendency. Striving to avoid inferiority did not directly predict procrastinating behaviour.
Notwithstanding, the results of bootstrapping analyses supported the hypotheses that (H1) the effect of stress on
procrastination was mediated by self-control, (H2) the effect of striving to avoid inferiority on self-control was
mediated by stress, and more importantly, (H3) the effect of striving to avoid inferiority on procrastination was
indirectly mediated by stress and self-control serially. Further research may investigate the thoughts and feelings
pertinent to procrastinating behaviours and actual duration of procrastinating behaviour of the procrastinators
among university students.
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Human Development and Behavioural Research

Parallel Session I – Panel 1

Session Chair: Prof. Alex Zhu
PG010O | 09:30 ‐ 09:45
Digging Deeper: Approaching Spirituality during Suicide Bereavement from Phenomenological Lens
Austėja Agnietė Čepulienė, Vilnius University, Lithuania

A loved one’s loss due suicide can be a traumatic experience and trigger a difficult grief process, identity changes,
loss of sense of meaning and spiritual crisis. Although spirituality (as a search for the Sacred) can be an important
resource as well as an obstacle in coping with suicide bereavement process, there is a huge gap in scientific
understanding on what kind of spiritual experiences can be helpful or unhelpful, are they connected (and how)
to pre-loss spiritual life, is spirituality always connected to religion or can it function separately and, above all,
what forms does spirituality take during suicide bereavement.
We decided to explore this under the researched theme through phenomenological lens, which inspired us to
create three stops of the author's PhD journey. The first stop is an autoethnographic research of the authors
experience of spirituality during suicide bereavement. It allowed a deep reflection on the author's position in the
field. The second stop is a systematic literature review of qualitative researches related to the theme of
spirituality during suicide bereavement. It revealed the above-mentioned gap of literature and the need to dig
deeper into the theme. The third stop is an empirical research, in which we are conducting in-depth semistructured face-to-face interviews with people bereaved by suicide, expecting to explore the spiritual experiences
of the bereaved. The phenomenological approach slowly, but steadily allows to reach many levels of the
spirituality manifestations during suicide bereavement. The results of our studies can be an important
contribution to the field of suicide bereavement research.

PG015O | 09:45 ‐ 10:00
How Does Time Perception Predict Academic Procrastination among University Students? An Investigation
in Time Production Experiments with Facial Stimuli in Hong Kong
Peter Yee Lap To, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Academic procrastination (AP) refers to the unnecessary delay of an intended course of academic task despite
expecting things to be worse off. According to the temporal motivational theory, AP is a motivational issue which
is inversely associated with the task aversiveness and the time between the present moment and the task
deadline, the author therefore wonders if one's ability of time perception (i.e., accurate judgement of passage of
time) will also be related to AP.
Methods: Participants were Hong Kong university students, who completed a questionnaire on AP, and
subsequently participated in a time production experiment with both neutral and sad facial stimuli used as a
measure of time perception accuracy. Results: For participants with poorer time perception performance (i.e.,
time over-production) with regards to both neutral and sad facial stimuli, they were more likely to report higher
tendency of AP.
The present findings may imply that the tendency of time over-production implied the individuals’ tendency of
feeling the time as lasting longer and progressing slower (i.e., time dilation), which predisposed them to be
demotivated from accomplishing academic tasks as rapid as their counterparts did.
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PG025O | 10:00 ‐ 10:15
The Relationship Between Rumination and Metacognition: Application of an Innovative Signal‐Detection
Approach
Chak Man Tang; Barbara Lo; Alan Lee, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Rumination, a stable vulnerability marker of depression, is associated with affective bias towards negative
information due to cognitive control deficit. However, whether ruminators are aware of this negative information
bias remains unknown. Based on the signal-detection approach, the present study examined metacognition
associated with rumination. Specifically, we measured metacognitive sensitivity, the extent to which one’s
confidence tracks task performance, using the meta-d’ method. In three directed-forgetting memory experiments,
I examined whether trait rumination (Experiment 1) and mood state (Experiments 2 and 3) influenced
metacognitive sensitivity. Participants first studied images that were either negative or positive in emotion
valence, each cued as either forget or remember. They then performed an old-new discrimination task and
simultaneously indicated their confidence rating. In Experiment 1, an interaction between Valence and
Rumination was found: High ruminators’ meta-d’ level decreased significantly when attending to positivevalence images. In Experiment 2, participants performed a similar memory task following either sad- or neutralmood induction. An interaction among Valence, Rumination, and Mood was observed: During sad mood, high
ruminators’ meta-d’ level for processing positive-valence images became significantly lower relative to low
ruminators. In Experiment 3, participants’ memory task was preceded by either a rumination- or distractionfocused task. Similarly, an interaction among Valence, Rumination, and Task indicated lower meta-d’ level when
high ruminators attended to positive-valence images after rumination task. These findings suggest that trait and
state ruminations are associated with metacognitive processing deficits in positive information. Clinical
implications are discussed.
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International Perspectives in Linguistics Research

Parallel Session I – Panel 2

Session Chair: Prof. Mark Hampton
PG001O | 09:30 ‐ 09:45
The Syntactic and Information Features of English Journal Article Titles: How Do Local and International
Journals in Applied Linguistics Differ?
Safnil Arsyad; Husnul Hakim, University of Bengkulu, Indonesia
The title is the entrance to a journal article (henceforth JA) which functions not only to introduce readers to the
content of the article but also to attract them to be willing to read the entire article. Therefore, authors must write
the title of their articles as informative and attractive as possible, and for this reason, they have to know how
expert or experienced authors write their article titles from the view of syntactic and content features.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the similarity and differences between JA titles in Applied Linguistics
written by local authors and published in Indonesian JAs and international authors published in high-ranking
international journals in the same field. 298 JA titles were taken from 5 different national accredited journals
published in Indonesia and 512 JA titles were taken from 5 different reputable international journals. The
analyses were done on the syntactic and content features of the JA titles following Cheng (2012) and Xiang and
Li (2019). The results will have an important implication for postgraduate university students and young faculty
members in learning how to write articles to be submitted to a reputable international journal. With a good title,
their article draft will be able to attract readers’ attention and have a better chance to be published in a targeted
journal.
PG007O | 09:45 ‐ 10:00
Comparison of Way Indonesians and International Authors Use Citation Style, Author Stance, and Reporting
Verb in Journal Articles for the Field of Applied Linguistics and Language Education
Hamdan Majid Sueb, University of Bengkulu, Indonesia
In academic texts such as theses, dissertations, essays, papers, and journal articles, authors need to cite the works
of others to support their claims about the importance of their writing. When citing other people's work, the
author uses the citation style, verb reporting and the author's stance to include information in their text.
However, non-native authors such as Indonesian authors who write in English can use reporting verbs, citation
styles, and the stance of certain authors when to cite other works in English texts which may be different from
those in English texts by international authors.
The aim of this research is to investigate the comparison of citation styles, author positions and reporting verbs
used by Indonesian and international authors. This research is a comparative descriptive study. The object of this
research is a research article published in national journals and international journals in the field of applied
linguistics and language education in the past 10 years, which consisted of 10 introduction research articles for
each journal. The data in this study were taken using a checklist and documentation. It is hoped that through this
comparison, it can be seen the differences in the way Indonesian and international authors using reporting verbs,
citation styles, and the author stance in journal articles in the field of applied linguistics and language education.
PG008O | 10:00 ‐ 10:15
Bridging the Distance: A Discourse Analysis of Synchronous Online Classroom Chats
Maurish Sofie Rahmi Batita, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan
The transformation of face-to-face classrooms into virtual classroom settings in response to the COVID-19
outbreak has also shifted the nature of communication between educators and students. The emerging current
education system, supported by Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC), advocated this study to investigate
the interactive exchanges among teachers and students, particularly in WhatsApp as a synchronous online
classroom chats tool. The study grounds on the theoretical foundation of I-R-F exchanges in classroom discourse.
The methods used were content analysis and Dynamic Topic Analysis (DTA) to analyse the coherence of topic
developments in the discourse.
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The participant employed was a vocational high school classroom with an educator which congregated as
members of the WhatsApp group. The findings have shown that WhatsApp has the ability to facilitate the
initiation and feedback performed by the teachers, whereas the students mostly provided social remarks during
the pedagogical topic chat, which yields parallel shifts during the discourse and prompts the value of semantic
distance raised as much as 0.967.
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Health Interventions and Policies towards Population Well‐being

Parallel Session I – Panel 3

Session Chair: Dr. Daisy Yidan Zhu
PG014O | 09:30 ‐ 09:45
Development of Chinese Paper Cutting as an Expressive Art Intervention Targeting Psychological Health of
University Students in Hong Kong: An Intervention Protocol
Peter Yee Lap To; Vinci Yuk Yu Chan, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Mental health has become one of the noteworthy issues in the contemporary society, with particular attention
paid to university students for their heightened prevalence rate of mental health problems. In Chinese society,
individuals are reluctant to seek talk-based psychotherapeutic services because of the ramification of social
stigmatisation (i.e., embodiment of one’s own failure) which impedes their direct verbal expression of their
presenting issues. While multifarious dynamic, action-based therapeutic approaches can be found in Hong Kong,
most of these modalities originate from Western cultures and rarely do they address the indigenous Chinese
themes experienced by most local Chinese people exclusively. In view of the gap in the existing action-based
therapeutic available in Hong Kong, the present protocol study explicates a novel therapeutic modality which
integrates paper cutting, a Chinese traditional folk art, with art-based therapeutic techniques. Methods:
university students aged between 18-25 are randomly assigned to either 2-week treatment group or waitlist
group, respectively. In the treatment, subjects attend workshops on Chinese paper cutting plus daily take-home
experiential exercises. All subjects complete the questionnaires measuring their self-esteem, self-compassion,
mindfulness, symptoms of mental health and, quality of life at the baseline and 2-week after. Analysis: A
multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) is conducted to examine if subjects in treatment group,
compared with the counterparts, would significantly improve their self-esteem and mental health throughout
this 2-week period. Implication: The present intervention protocol may serve as a prospective therapeutic
approach in Hong Kong, for its incorporation of traditional Chinese philosophies embedded in local Chinese
individuals.
PG016O | 09:45 ‐ 10:00
Global Health and Community Clinic Systems in Developing Countries ‐ A Review of Bangladesh Perspective
Mohammad Anisur Rahaman; Ka Lin, Zhejiang University, Mainland China
This study comprehends as to how UHC embraces the idea of ‘health for all’ as the promotive, protective,
therapeutic, rehabilitative, and relieving well-being facilities and what their strategies to implement reducing
existing barriers in the disadvantaged societies of developing countries like Bangladesh by establishing
community clinics in the 21st century with the vision for primary health care (PHC) formally propelled worldwide
under Public-Private Partnership (PPP). It is evident from the discussion that the establishment of community
clinics may release the barriers of health discriminations from the developing countries, like Bangladesh, as the
most important strategy to implement primary healthcare policy for all. The research will discuss the advantage
and disadvantage of this development. In this pursuit, a logical conceptual framework is developed by using a
qualitative method which is descriptive and exploratory in nature by reviewing literature along with analysing
numerous comprehensive and up-to-date overview of published documents and reports on this subject area has
undertaken into consideration from Bangladesh perspective. The study will suggest some policy objectives for
the development of advanced education can benefit health awareness about community health clinics in the
target population. Some draconian socio-health policies are also to be imposed during healthcare emergency,
such as COVID-19 pandemic to cripple the transmission of the virus. The findings have important policy attention
for implications to address the regional variation of awareness about community clinics for the policymaking to
be adopted globally as well as nationally preventive strategies.
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PG043O | 10:00 ‐ 10:15
Individual Differences and Culture Aids in Meaning Making to Facilitate Resilience After Adversity
Kansakar David, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Though studies have highlighted the negative well-being impact of stress (Hobfoll, 1989), recent studies
demonstrate resilience promoting role of stress (Crane & Searle, 2016; Seery et al., 2013) indicating challenge
stressors and moderate lifetime adversity to promote resilience. Further, McGee et al., (2018) found
manageability aspect of sense of coherence moderates stress resilience relationship. Similarly, Crane et al.,
(2019) found self-reflection to build resilience after stress exposure. However, subsequent self-reflection
intervention study (Falon et al., 2021) found decreases in brooding explained the stress and resilience
relationship. The current study utilises the meaning making framework (Park, 2010) to investigate how
individual and cultural differences influence reflection, i.e. deliberate rumination, and meaning in life thereby
predicting resilience. This study proposes that individual differences like neuroticism and introversion
negatively moderates while dispositional mindfulness, extraversion, conscientiousness, agreeableness positively
moderates the stress and deliberate rumination relationship. Extraversion and agreeableness are proposed to
positively moderate the deliberate rumination and meaning in life relationship. Regarding cultural influences,
Asians emphasise social-connectedness while Westerners emphasise independent self (Kitayama et al., 2020).
Since social-connectedness is important for meaning making and meaning in life, it is proposed that social
connectedness will interact with positive individual differences to incrementally predict meaning making and
meaning in life. Finally, it is proposed that meaning in life, an aspect of meaning made resulting from meaning
making process i.e. deliberate rumination, results in resilience. This study answers calls to investigate individual
and cultural differences to understand how resilience is strengthened after stress exposure.
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Topics on Social Science Research (I)

POSTER Parallel Session II –
Panel 1

Session Chair: Dr. Jiaxin Chen
12:00 ‐ 12:10
How to write a Good Paper
Hang Zheng, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:10 ‐ 12:20
Relationship between Education and Social Policy in Special Urban Agglomerations
Jilin Duan; Mingshu Li, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:20 ‐ 12:30
Challenges for Policymakers in GBA
Min Ding, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:30 – 12:40
The Good Life of the Chinese People: To Improve People’s Livelihood Issues
Zhuolun Li; Shuxiang Wang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:40 – 12:50
The Strategic Policies in Promoting Youth Social Mobility in Hong Kong by Adopting National
Development Initatives#
Pui Yee Chloe Siu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:50 – 13:00
A Study of the Greater Bay Area and the Tokyo Metropolitan Area in Internationalising Higher Education#
Long Ho Yim, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
#In‐person poster presentation will also be conducted at the Skylight of Lingnan University during the breaks
on 26 – 27 March 2021.
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Topics on Social Science Research (II)

POSTER Parallel Session II –
Panel 2

Session Chair: Prof. Ada Wong
12:00 ‐ 12:10
The Impact of Mobility on the Process of Internationalisation
Xiaorong Liu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:10 ‐ 12:20
“Housing” is the Biggest Problem?
Yangdi Qiu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:20 ‐ 12:30
Social Phenomenon and Social Research Methods
Rui Cao; Linzi Hou, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:30 – 12:40
Comparison of Qualitative Research and Quantitative Research#
Yaqin Cai, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:40 – 12:50
Housing Regulatory Policy in China
Yunpeng Han, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:50 – 13:00
Inter‐generational Differences in House Ownership: A Epitome of Hong Kong’s Housing Problems
Wanlin Qiu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
# In‐person poster presentation will also be conducted at the Skylight of Lingnan University during the breaks
on 26 – 27 March 2021.
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Topics on Social Science and Policy Research (I)

POSTER Parallel Session II –
Panel 3

Session Chair: Prof. Amoah Padmore Adusei
12:00 ‐ 12:10
Challenges for Higher Education and Health System in GBA
Yidi Zou, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:10 ‐ 12:20
Social Problems Facing by People
Mingchuan Ma; Yingjie Zhang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:20 ‐ 12:30
Children of the Stars: Strategies to Fight the Stigmatisation of Autism in Mainland China#
Chinyama Mizinga, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:30 – 12:40
User Involvement in Mental and Social Health Services#
Honglong Qiu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:40 – 12:50
Internationalising Higher Education in China’s Greater Bay Area (GBA): Evidence from Academic
Professions
Xuying Dong, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
12:50 – 13:00
Policy Issues in Education, Housing and Healthcare
Shuang Chen, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
# In‐person poster presentation will also be conducted at the Skylight of Lingnan University during the breaks
on 26 – 27 March 2021.
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Education and Curriculum Innovation in the 21st Century

Parallel Session III – Panel 1

Session Chair: Prof. Mary E. John
PG040O | 14:30 ‐ 14:45
Inequalities in Support Experiences of 'Disabled' Students in Ghanaian Higher Education
Sarah Tara Sam, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
The drive towards widening access and participation in the Ghanaian educational system has been evidenced in
current educational policies including the inclusive education policy. Scanty literature exists on disabled
students’ experiences related to the provision and support stemming from the policy in Ghanaian higher
education. This research aims at hearing the “voices” of key actors in inclusive higher education, namely ‘disabled’
students on their experiences of inclusive practices and support provisions to highlight benefits and challenges
for policy and practice by policymakers. The study highlights the institutional policy and practice of inclusion in
three Ghanaian public universities, as well as the related present lives of ‘disabled’ students therein, in line with
the Capabilities Approach. The study employs a qualitative approach in researching ‘disabled’ students in three
Ghanaian public universities due to the in-depth limitation of quantifying ‘lived’ experiences of provision,
support, and challenges. The study employs the use of semi-structured interviews, semi-participant observations,
and policy analysis. The study found inequalities and gaps in the experiences of students in relation to policy and
institutional inequalities characterised by lack of financial support, inability to access disability allowance, the
presence or otherwise of policy and student association groups, and makes applicable recommendations therein.
PG004O | 14:45 ‐ 15:00
Predicting Filipino Students’ Achievement in PISA 2018: Integrating Data Mining and Traditional Statistical
Approaches
Joseph Haw; Ronnel King, The Education University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR
The Philippines’ dismal performance in the 2018 Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), which
focuses on reading, was a wakeup call for the Philippine government to institute educational reforms. PISA is a
valuable resource that could assist policy makers in determining where these reforms could have the greatest
impact. However, to date, studies that examine these factors and their implications on the reading achievement
of Filipinos are lacking. We analysed the 2018 PISA Philippine data and applied a data mining approach to
determine the most important predictors of achievement. We also employed hierarchical linear modeling (HLM)
as a supplementary analysis. The data mining approach showed that the top 10 predictors of achievement in
order of importance are: (1) school socioeconomic status, (2) intrinsic motivation, (3) growth mindset, (4) school
belonging, (5) use of summarising metacognitive strategies, (6) use of understanding/remembering
metacognitive strategies, (7) student socioeconomic status, (8) work mastery, (9) disciplinary climate, and (10)
mastery goal. The HLM results broadly confirmed these findings. Our study highlights the importance of
combining data mining with traditional statistical approaches and concludes with evidence-based suggestions
for Filipino educators and policymakers.
PG013O | 15:00 ‐ 15:15
Principles of Teaching English as an International Language
Alina Budnikova, National Research University Higher School of Economics, Russia
The paper discusses principles of teaching English as an International Language from a transcultural approach
perspective. Conceptualisation of a methodological category ‘transcultural approach’ in the framework of
culture-based approaches to teaching foreign languages has contributed to the shift from conventional and
restrictive culture- and language-wise teaching English as a Foreign Language (EFL) to teaching English as an
International Language (EIL). Previous studies have indicated the key geopolitical and linguistic prerequisites for
the emergence of transcultural approach, as well as defined and structurally analysed transcultural
communicative competence as its goal. The objective of current research is to substantiate the fundamental
principles of transcultural approach that determine the choice of teaching strategies. The results show that the
principles stem from multicultural, multiethnic, and multilingual nature of international communication, realised
by means of the English language, and include: (1)
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the principle of cultural egalitarianism, which emphasises cultural, political, and linguistic equality of learners’
native and acquired languages and cultures; (2) the principle of empathy for the participants of transcultural
communication, which is the basis for users’ multidimensional thinking formation; (3) the principle of pragmatic
acceptability, which replaces the principle of normativity and implies the users’ ability to adapt to any
communicative context encountered; (4) the principle of unity of universal, variable and local levels of cultural
and communicative interaction. The findings presented in the paper outline further research directed at modeling
a university course book based on the above-mentioned principles of transcultural approach to teaching English
as an International Language.
PG023O | 15:15 ‐ 15:30
Sustainable Development of Higher Education ‐ the Comparison of Satisfaction Model between the
Cooperative‐running Projects with the Normal Projects in Shenzhen
Ao liang; Sudan Wang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
With the rapid expansion of higher education institutions, there are more and more cooperated institutions with
abroad universities here in China in the form of an independent agency or a cooperative project. Particularly,
with the policy initiatives in Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Greater Bay Area (GBA), the global and the
cooperative projects in higher education will become more pervasive. As a pilot project on the provision of quasipublic goods through cooperative partnership within China, these cooperative-running projects are successful or
may not relate to an exploration of establishing the globalisation circumstance and the further cooperative
partnership with worldwide countries of China in the future. This study aims to investigate undergraduate
students’ satisfaction on the domestic university and the cooperative-running university in three dimensions of
the consumer behaviour theory: perceived price fairness, perceived quality and perceived value. We collect 800
samples in Shenzhen city which locates in the GBA, 400 sophomores each in the Chinese University of Hong Kong
(Shenzhen) and in the Shenzhen University, respectively. In order to explore the improvement and further
development direction, the university can get a glimpse of the demand and the satisfaction level of the students.
Similarly, these cooperative-running projects can search out the paradigm of survival and development in this
context. This study also provides useful information for the potential stakeholder to plan and draw appropriate
strategies to develop and improve their cooperative-running projects in China. What’s more, it is beneficial for
the sustainable development and globalisation of higher education in China.
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Humanity, Technology and Social Advancement

Parallel Session III – Panel 2

Session Chair: Dr. Genghua Huang
PG011O | 14:30 ‐ 14:45
The Polish National Identity Issue in the Second Part of the XIX Century
Olga Krupskaia, Moscow City University, Russia
About two hundred years ago a destructive chain of events triggered one of the most difficult issues in the
European history. The Polish Question is a result of centuries-old Russian-Polish contradictions and the heart of
this problem is still not found. Several generations of the historians try to discover the “pressure points” of the
Polish Question and find a theoretical way to build a new effective Russian-Polish interaction through the prism
of the recognition and repairing past wrongs. Such a persistent and unresolved problem must continue to be on
a present research agenda. In the framework of the present research, the National Identity Issue is viewed in the
context of the Polish Question in the times when the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth is divided into three parts
but still has an unshakable determination to struggle for independence and surviving as a nation. Analysing the
National Identity Issue and the National Identity preservation problem as an important subsystem of Polish
Question is the main goal of the present research. Remarkable, the self-identification process of the polish nation
is uninterrupted. Being divided into parts for a long time the polish society is able to accept the challenges
throughout this ordeal and save their national identity.
PG019O | 14:45 ‐ 15:00
Metaphors in Political Discourse: A Corpus Research
Maria Boghiu, University of Bucharest, Romania
The study of metaphor has long been considered as pertaining solely, or mostly, to the realm of literature, and,
more recently, of linguistics. During the past decades, nevertheless, it has become clear that this field of studies
is deeply connected to many other disciplines, such as Cognitive and Neurological Sciences, Social Studies,
Statistics or, due to the wide range of fields where metaphor can play a significant role, even Economy, Politics,
Theological Studies or Health Care. In this presentation, I will focus on the role of metaphor in the political
discourse, with implications reaching Social Studies and Psychology. The corpus of the research is based on the
traditional New Year speeches of the former Italian president Giorgio Napolitano, delivered between 2006 and
2013. I will identify the conceptual metaphors offered by the corpus, following the line of research proposed by
Lakoff and Johnson, aiming to go beyond the strictly linguistic analysis to catch the political, social, psychological
and cognitive implications of the identified metaphors, in an attempt at showing that all these apparently
different fields of research are in fact interconnected, and together they can shed some light on the structure and
characteristics of today’s society. Moreover, I will use statistical methods and visual support, such as graphs and
diagrams, to present the quantitative conclusions of the research, which, I think, will allow for a clearer
understanding of the overall results.
PG018O | 15:00 ‐ 15:15
A Comparison of Novels in "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" by Ken Kesey and "Hamlet" by William
Shakespeare
John Aadhitya. A, Lady Doak College, Madurai - Madurai Kamaraj University, India
Comparative research is meant to be the methodology of research. The Comparative research is the act of
comparing the two or more things which determine something about the specific one or all of the things which
has been compared. It is also called as the Multiple Discipline Study. Comparative research can take many steps.
Mainly the two key factors are time and space. The historical comparative research has many different timeframes and that occurs within the model of some stages. The Comparative research has come across all over the
cross-cultural scientific spirit which arose in Greece (6th century) and the whole appreciation of learning comes
under the characteristic of 5th century. Moreover, the Greek comparative research is philosophical and also one
of the democratic polis in which the representations questioned the Milesians. Comparative research compares
the two ideas or analyses. It also demonstrates to examine and to compare the certain subjects. This research
shows the two subjects which is similar and different in study. There are several methods to analyse the
comparative one:
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individualising, universalising, variation-finding, and ambient. The comparison research of two novels “One Flew
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest and Hamlet”. In this novels the tragic hero is a character who has heroic attitudes with
flaws and that leads to their downfall. In these two novels it can be compared by the same manner of main
characters; Nurse Ratched, King Claudius, Randle McMurphy and Hamlet in the part of story.
PG042O | 15:15 ‐ 15:30
Comical Computers and Dull PCs: The Ethics of Giving Artificial Intelligence a Sense of Humour
Liam McCaffrey, Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom
There seems an increasing and equal measure of excitement and anxiety about the growth in sophistication
technology has demonstrated over the past 100 years. One particular anxiety that has been the subject of
academic research and science fiction alike is artificial intelligence (AI) and the threat or hope it poses. But a
major research gap in contemplating the ethics and future of AI is humour. While science fiction often portrays
AI as humourless, researchers of computational humour are working to engineer into AI an understanding of
humour. Research projects like JAPE, HAHAacronym and STANDUP have attempted to implement humour to
varying degrees of success. But humour can be greatly contentious, inflicting offence and even breaking certain
speech laws. If we are to programme a sense of humour into AI, whose sense of humour ought to be? Equally, if
we exclude this form of intelligence from AI, then will we be able to safely engage in human-agent interaction
without AI being able to discern between bona-fide and non bona-fide communication? This paper offers an
introduction to the ethical problems in computational humour.
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Economics, Society and Globalisation

Parallel Session III – Panel 3

Session Chair: Prof. Neil Kellard
PG002O | 14:30 ‐ 14:45
How Do Aid and Tax Revenue Affect Government Spending in Africa? Evidence from Panel Quantile
Regression
Wisdom Kwabla Dewortor, Henan University, Mainland China
This study assesses the impact of aid and tax revenue on government spending in Africa. The study employs a
panel quantile regression approach that minimises the sum of absolute deviation, thereby controlling for
unobserved individual heterogeneity and heterogeneity at varying distributional levels. This approach enables
to correct for endogeneity, dynamic panel data bias, misspecification and under or overestimation of parameters
associated with the LS-type regression. The empirical findings reveal that the impact of aid and tax revenue,
including other regressors are clearly heterogenous. In specific, the impact of aid on government spending
supports the partial fungibility hypothesis in low spending countries and the degree of aid fungibility decreases
with increasing aid inflow in high spending economies. The impact of tax revenue on government spending is
also evidently heterogenous. Besides, the findings show that a lower level of tax revenue has more impact in less
spending on economies than aid. However, higher tax revenue loses dominance and strength to aid at higher
levels of government spending. This is in line with both the fiscal synchronisation hypothesis and the tax-spend
hypothesis. In addition, trade openness, quality of life, well-being of people and quality of governance play an
important role in the spending dynamics of economies especially high spending economies. However, there is
little evidence of FDI inflows in influencing government spending in Africa. Moreover, the findings provide
evidence of long-term persistence of aid and tax revenue across some distributional levels. In conclusion, the
study is relevant policy recommendations to policymakers, economy managers and donors.
PG027O | 14:45 ‐ 15:00
Women, Business Management and Development: The Case for Uganda’s Enterprises
Miriam Katunze; Annette Kutees, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Advancing women into decision-making spheres of public life remains a development agenda. Despite increasing
numbers of women in the labour market, their representation in decision-making spheres has stayed low. In SubSaharan Africa, employment at the population level in 2005 stood at 58.9 percent and in 2013 at 59.5 percent.
Also, there have been improvements in employment structure, with a reduction of 4.8 percent in the share of
women employed in agriculture and an increase of 4.2 percent and 0.5 percent for services and manufacturing,
respectively. However, the share of women in management is 26 percent compared to men at 74 percent in 2013.
This research aims to investigate the determinants of the development of women in high management roles in
Uganda. Our scope is restricted to business companies, particularly those engaged in manufacturing, retailing,
and services. The inquiry applies a probit estimator to data from the World Bank's Business Survey. Findings
reveal the firm's age; female ownership, and if that firm falls under these industrial divisions: garments, textiles,
retail, machinery, equipment, and chemicals encourage firms' willingness to take on a female manager. On the
other hand, business environment influences of corruption, tax administration problems, customs and trade
control procedures discourage firms from hiring female managers. The policy implications and lessons of these
results are discussed. These policies are directed at skills development, especially for the garments, chemicals,
machinery, and equipment sectors; strong business collective action; and efforts for strengthening firm survival
and increasing penalties for illicit behaviour.
PG017O | 15:00 ‐ 15:15
Information Economy, Employment Vulnerability and the Development of New Urban Marginality: A Case of
Bangladesh
Rasel Hussain, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Globalisation and the integration of information economy in the global economic system has impacted the
dynamics of urban economy creating myriad of social problems including unemployment. Following that
different sectors have undergone massive modification having effect on job creation, inequality and polarisation.
The knowledge-based
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economy in Bangladesh has affected the unskilled labour force especially in urban area. It is therefore significant
to examine the nexus between the information economy and the creation of new urban marginality in the line of
employment vulnerability. The dominant literature explored how restructuration of national economy and
network society resulted in employment vulnerability and urban volatilities. Thus, this research is trying to find
out, how the socio-economic background, level of skills and labour market outcomes are connected; the role of
information economy in the existing job structure and finally the coping strategy of the unskilled workers with
the emerging economy. Considering the research questions, the solid theoretical framework will focus and
analyse the impact of information economy along with the behavioural intention and attitudes towards usages
and access to information technology and information economy by the study population. The study will be
conducted in Dhaka city, Bangladesh using the quantitative method as a main and qualitative method as a
supportive method of study. This study is very significant regarding question of marginality, job vulnerability and
integration of new economy and thus focusing on required policy modification in national level.
PG028O | 15:15 ‐ 15:30
Experiences of Chin Irregular Migrant Workers in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: A Case Study
Tual Sawn Khai, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
Malaysia was home to between 500,000 and 700,000 Burmese regular and irregular migrant workers of various
ethnicities from Myanmar n 2017. The Chin irregular migrants were working in precarious circumstances,
although no statistical population data was available. This study explored how and why the Chin people migrated
irregularly, experiences and challenges, benefits of migration, and coping strategies. Through snowball sampling,
a nine-case study and two focus group discussions were conducted with the Chin irregular migrant workers in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The findings reveal that: (a) there are a variety of push and pull factors that motivate
them to migrate to Malaysia; economic hardship, natural disaster, oppression from the military, and
discrimination based on ethnicity and religion, (b) they experience various challenges in their daily lives in their
workplace and living environment; long working hours, limited rest days, irregular meal-times, language barrier,
exploitation either by their employers and co-workers who are regular, unable to access banks, hospitals, schools
for their children, no freedom of movement, and inability to seek protection reliefs, (c) despite the challenges,
they can support their families financially, pay for their children's education fees, medication, and are able to
repay their debts, and (d) they primarily rely on religious practices and self-denial as a way of coping with their
problems. This study highlights that the Chin people's irregular migration is motivated by their urge to escape
from poverty, oppression, discrimination back in Myanmar and as a means to improve their social and economic
conditions.
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Topics on Social Science and Policy Research (II)

POSTER Parallel Session IV –
Panel 1

Session Chair: Dr. Yuyang Kang
15:45 – 15:55
Accommodating Discontent: Experiences of Rent Raying Residents in Winneba‐Ghana
Jacob Oppong Nkansah, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
15:55 ‐ 16:05
GBA Livelihood Policies
Jinyan Qi, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:05 ‐ 16:15
Moving from Literature Review to Research Statement
Dan Yang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:15 – 16:25
Housing Issues in the Greater Bay Area: What is the Way Forward?
Yousong Lun, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:25 – 16:35
GBA: The Ultimate Solution for Ageing Problems in Hong Kong
Jinglun Wang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:35 – 16:45
Research on Challenges of Informal Caregivers of Children who have ADHD in Hong Kong
Yuet Wong Chun, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
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Topics on Social Science and Policy Research (III)

POSTER Parallel Session IV –
Panel 2

Session Chair: Dr. Wenqi Lian
15:45 – 15:55
Hong Kong under the “COVID‐19”
Xu Li, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
15:55 ‐ 16:05
New Opportunities for International Talents in the Greater Bay Area
Helen Yangying Liu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:05 ‐ 16:15
Challenges of Higher Education in the Greater Bay Area
Zihui Xie, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:15 – 16:25
Internationalising Higher Education in the Greater Bay Area
Emma Ying Chen, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:25 – 16:35
A Sleepless Night: Can You Correctly Understand the Harm of Insomnia#
Wenwen Zhu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:35 – 16:45
Age‐friendly Community Project in the Greater Bay Area
Andy Chi Hong Yau, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
# In‐person poster presentation will also be conducted at the Skylight of Lingnan University during the breaks
on 26 – 27 March 2021.
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Topics on Social Science and Policy Research (IV)

POSTER Parallel Session IV –
Panel 3

Session Chair: Dr. Daisy Yidan Zhu
15:45 – 15:55
Explore Hong Kong’s Housing Policy from the Perspective of Different Classes#
Yixin Liu, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
15:55 ‐ 16:05
Turning Critical Education Issues in the Greater Bay Area into Research Agenda: Methodological Reflections
Tianyang Wen, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:05 ‐ 16:15
Mental Health Problems of Medical Staff under the Influence of COVID‐19#
Jing Li, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR
16:15 – 16:25
Karoshi: Current Situation of Doctor’s Overwork in China
Silia Dong, Lingnan University, Hong Kong SAR

# In‐person poster presentation will also be conducted at the Skylight of Lingnan University during the breaks
on 26 – 27 March 2021.
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